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This year began with a new episode of ”Lunch Time Series on Law, Technology, and Society” (LTS). Assistant Prof. 

Joakim Juhl introduced the programme to the audience with his talk, ”Innovation Science: Between Models and 

Machines” on 10 January 2018. Joakim Juhl is an assistant professor at Aalborg University in Copenhagen, 

Denmark and a Research Associate with the Programme on Science, Technology, and Society (STS) at Harvard 

University. Juhl received his PhD in Science and Technology Studies at Aalborg University in Copenhagen. From 

2013 to 2015, he held a joint postdoctoral position at the Harvard STS Programme and the Harvard School of 

Engineering and Applied Science. Since his research focuses on the normative foundations of technological 

innovation, the relationship between innovation and science and their impact on social expectations is a consistent 

theme in his studies.  

 

Joakim Juhl started his talk with working definitions of ”Innovation Science”, which he developed through his 

research. Following this background, he presented his research questions, which deal with the connection between 

science and innovation. Finally, he introduced ”The Control Project”,  a case study, where Juhl analysed scientific 

collaboration with industry.   

 

So what is Innovation Science? According to Juhl, Innovation Science is ”publicly funded collaborations between 

academic scientists and industry that produce knowledge for commercial application”. Hence, Innovation Science 

can be seen as a service for the industry to boost both private stakeholders and the economy. Compared with the 

traditional form of science (Mode 1), where scientists worked for the sake of moving the boundaries of knowledge, 

Innovation Science focuses on solving problems for economic ends. Before WWII, it was generally accepted that 

science should be driven by curiosity and scientists should determine their own performance criteria, free from the 

influence of private stakeholders or corporations. Since the 1980s and 1990s, however, that idea has changed 

significantly. Science is now seen as an incubator for innovation, which is widely believed to depend on investment. 

Additionally, EU politics – for example – propose aiming for a 3% GDP investment in science, which should originate 

from both the public (1%) and private (2%) sectors.  

 

Juhl inspired the audience to think critically about those fundamental modifications. To this end, he introduced some 

of his broader research questions, such as: What does the collaboration between academia and industry mean for 

the production of knowledge and its values? What does it mean to have scientists paid by the industry to actually 

cater to their interests? What makes such collaborations successful and how can we better understand their 

potential? Why should one collaboration be funded and not the other?  

 

Juhl then introduced “The Control Project”. This is a three-year, collaborative project among theoretical physicists, 

a private company, and a production facility specialising in transforming meat industry waste products into biodiesel. 

They wanted to optimise their production while decreasing expenses and improving production yields. Juhl spent 

two years analysing their collaboration within the frame of the broader research questions mentioned above. The 

starting problem for this collaboration was the fact that more than half of the expenses for running the facility were 

used on energy consumption, which led to decreased production yields. Therefore, the private stakeholders wanted 

to understand the working systems within the machines. First, people working in the industry interviewed machine 

operators to collect data; the data were supposed to give insight into both the individual machine processes and 

the whole factory. On that basis, the physicists created representative physics models to predict the machines’ 

working system to optimise their processes. They implemented new feasible control systems into the machinery 

through both Representative and Control Modelling. Once they developed the analytic model, they converted it into 

a numerical model, where data can be inserted to calculate machinery outputs and run simulations. They 

conditioned the model for ideal processes instead of available production data in their attempt to connect theory 

with data. They chose theoretical deduction over a data-driven induction. In the end, the physicists spent too much 

time creating and refining the model in the time allotted; this resulted in the physicists never validating their empirical 

data models.  
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Although the final physics models had no applicability on production, Juhl drew some basic lines from the 

collaboration for the field of Innovation Science. On the one hand, there are physicists working with industrial objects 

and applying universal knowledge to commercial artefacts. Their aim is not to satisfy solely the industry, but rather 

to withstand trial by their peers and therefore level the playing ground between academia standards and industrial 

application requirements.  

 

On the other hand, some industries try to apply scientific standards and involve physicists to generate production 

data that is more scientifically adequate. Innovation Science therefore has a place in both contexts; it can change 

how physicists appropriate industry and also how industry tries to appropriate science.  

 

The talk ended with a lively discussion about engineers serving as mediators between scientists and industry 

representatives, and about politics establishing the basic norms for collaboration among those three groups. 

Furthermore, working conditions for scientists and the interplay between their commercial obligations and scientific 

demands for their own work was of great interest. Needless to say, Juhl made sure to leave no question unanswered 

and continued discussing with the interested audience.  

 

Verena Reiter, January 2018 

 

 

 


